
The Graphic Method Tractor reverses Marey’s graphic method
of image notation in order to thoroughly understand it. To
this end, two classic image-recording models are employed.
The first is based on a three-second fragment of Sergei
Eisenstein’s movie The General Line (1928). The second is a
mechanical recording of the socialist anthem “The Interna-
tionale” on the cylinder of a miniature music box. Both car-
riers – one 72 frames of a film and the other an aluminum
cylinder covered in fine metal points – are played not at the
requisite tempo but a hundred times slower. The images and
the music no longer move normally but so slowly that both
media seem trapped in amber.

Why Eisenstein?

In The General Line, Eisenstein addresses technical thinking
within developing revolutionary Russian society around the
year 1920 in dramatized, cinematic form. On the one hand,
there are the elderly. They live close to the earth and return
to it in the end. They virtually kill themselves working. On
the other hand, there are the young. They no longer want to
use horses to work the land but tractors. At the end of the
film, Eisenstein depicts the tractor in highly idealized fash-
ion, emerging from the earth as if it is being born – the same
earth the elderly peasants, like worn-out horses, will return
to. 

The question is whether Eisenstein’s views are correct.
Technically, the movie camera is analogous to the tractor in
many suspect ways. Can a camera, with all its cogs and trans-
port mechanisms, be trusted as an impartial recorder and in-
terpreter of issues concerning life and death, man and
machine? Wouldn’t it have been better if Eisenstein had
worked with his hands in the dirt instead of using a ma-
chine? These are the questions posed by The Graphic Method
Tractor.

THE GRAPHIC 
METHOD TRACTOR

Installation for “Music Box Factory” and Slow-Motion Film, 1976
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Stills from Sergei Eisenstein’s
The General Line (1929)



Why “The Internationale”?

The second type of recording is not visual but aural. It is the
socialist anthem “The Internationale” locked into a tiny
music box, complete with crank. All you have to do is turn
the crank, and you’ll hear the song without further effort.
But can this be justified? Can the singing of “The Interna-
tionale” be replaced by a set of sharp little metal points turn-
ing impassively to pluck a little metal-tongued harp? Strictly
speaking, this way of doing things – this method – is in con-
flict with the essence of musicmaking. Musicmaking is labor.
You don’t make music by turning a tiny crank but by singing
out loud or playing with gusto.
The Graphic Method Tractor aims to remedy this unnat-

ural state of affairs by slowing down the turning of “The In-
ternationale” a hundred times and experiencing the effect as
original. The rotation is thereby raised to the level of the
heavy toil required to produce music: as heavy as the horse’s
labor in Eisenstein’s movie.

The reversal of the effect of Marey’s graphic method re-
pairs the broken relationship between musical effort and the
resultant sound symbolically as well literally. All we hear is
the strenuous labor of a complete “Internationale” factory
applying itself to setting a tiny toy cylinder in motion; to us,

the result is barely recognizable as music. It is exactly the
same with the visual result: we see the tractor rising labori-
ously from the earth, but we don’t grasp what the fruits of
its labor are. Both these shortcomings are resolved in The
Graphic Method Tractor, at least in artistic terms.

The “Internationale” Factory

Around the music box playing “The Internationale,” a com-
plete miniature factory has been built out of transparent
Perspex. Inside are a small motor and a gear mechanism that
run the cylinder of the music box past the twelve teeth of
the comb, point by point, note by note, in painstakingly slow
tempo. The comb and the cylinder, both made of metal, are
separated from each other; at every contact between one of
the points and one of the teeth, electric contact occurs. Be-
cause of the slowness with which this contact is made, loud
crackling sounds come from the loudspeakers. The little fac-
tory is equipped with a great many contact microphones
that pick up the mechanism’s toil. They relay the vibrations
through various channels to the sound system, which repro-
duces them at full volume. It sounds as if one is inside a real
factory, not a six-by-five-by-four-inch box.
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The “Internationale” factory (six by five by four inches) from The Graphic Method Tractor



The making and breaking of contact has yet another
function. During contact, one hears the teeth being touched,
with plenty of crackle, by the metal points on the cylinder,
and beginning to vibrate with a distinct “ping.” When con-
tact is broken, the factory’s internal humming, rattling and
pounding can again be heard at high volume. The output of
these two continually alternating channels is heard through
two powerful loudspeakers facing each other in the room.
An extremely primitive but controllable electronic reverb
unit is placed between the factory’s exit and the room’s am-
plifier; this endows every note produced by the comb’s teeth
with a metallic-sounding tail. This unit gradually becomes
more active, sometimes even drowning out the other sounds.

Three Seconds of Eisenstein

Towards the end of The General Line, Eisenstein has a trac-
tor appear from behind a hilltop and drive straight towards
the camera. The spectators see it coming head on. The trac-
tor grows and grows in width and height, threatening to
crush the audience (similarly to the way an angry guard dog
comes at you in a 1940s cartoon, with the screen filled with
his gaping jaws in the last shot).

In The Graphic Method Tractor, a series of 72 images
from Eisenstein’s film is reduced to 48 slides, which are
shown on two alternating projectors with a dissolve system.
Projecting the whole series takes about twelve minutes.
Meanwhile, the sound from the “Internationale” factory
grows louder and louder, to an earsplitting volume. The last
film image is tinted bright red and held still for a while. Then,
all at once, the image and the factory noise disappear. No
attempt is made to fade image and sound to a disappearing
point: the ending is an abrupt, electrical switching off. At
the same moment, the lights in the room come on.

The mixing of the factory’s various audio channels and
the operation of the slide dissolve system are regulated from
a centrally located control center a few yards from the
screen. The operator is a kind of mechanic, visible to every-
one, and it is he who bears full responsibility for this outburst
of infernal aggression. It is also he who receives the applause
from the audience, who have witnessed a live performance.
No tapes or video projections have been recorded in advance.
It is, and will always be, a functioning installation.
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Ode to Labor
A Miniature Version of The Graphic Method Trac-
tor, 1994

“Ode to Labor” was written for a special CD1 of 32
short pieces by Dutch composers for music boxes.
It is just under two minutes long. In it, the “Inter-
nationale” factory can be heard, not at full vol-
ume, as in the original Graphic Method Tractor,
but at natural music-box volume. At this level,
one must put one’s ear to the box if one is to hear
the tines’ fragile music.
When we listen to “Ode to Labor” on CD, we

hear only a faint remnant – as if through a key-
hole – of the originally planned and invested mu-
sical labor that set the factory to work. Yet there
is just enough left of the little engine’s toil to pro-
vide a certain musical foundation to the rarefied
tones of a fragment of “The Internationale.” In less
than two minutes, this work, too, is completed,
and “Ode to Labor” is over. It is the same thing
that has happened to “The Internationale” itself:
the song, too, is now nearly extinct.

1. Music Box, VPRO, EW–9413



Electrical system for the music box (sketch, August 1976)
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